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OUTLINE

• Introduce self
• Define the problem- what happens when 

your client becomes my patient!
• Define the solution: Introduce you to 

Plan Well Guide 
• Tom Hall re: implementation in 

Saskatchewan
• Discuss future collaborations

Plan Well
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People and their Substitute Decision-makers 
are ill prepared for serious illness decision-making
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How Well Prepared are Canadians for the Future?

• 50% have a will and only 1/3 up to date 1

• 50% have a Personal Directive (or something like unto it) 2

• Few Canadians have adequate resources for retirement
• 50% Canadian couples between 55 and 64 have no employer pension between 

them3

• Nearly 30% 55-80 yo said they continued to work because they need to. 4

• 25% 55-80 yo still have debt (Mortgages, credit cards debt, etc.) 4

• >80% do not have an Advance Care Plan1

• Those that do, it is not likely accurate or legitimate 1. Angus Reid Poll, 2018
2. Teixeira BMJ Supp and PC 2015
3. Broadbent report 2016
4. Sun Life Poll 2017



thecarenet.ca Current State: We work in Silos!

Legal

OthersMedical

• Time starved
• PD/POA/Rep agreements 

not well remunerated
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION?

• Stop doing health 
care planning

• Focus on 
capacitation of 
SDM/POA

• Refer clients (and 
SDMs) to Plan Well 
Guide!



thecarenet.ca AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH:
PLAN WELL GUIDE PREPARES YOUR CLIENTS TO MAKE FUTURE 

DECISIONS WITH DOCTOR(S)
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If we ask, “What treatments do 
you want when you are seriously 
ill?”

They would say, “Well, just 
keep me comfortable”

Because they hear “What 
treatments do you want when 
you are dying?”
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TERMINAL VS. SERIOUS ILLNESS
Important to help lay people understand the difference between planning for 
terminal care vs. serious illness.

Serious Illness:

• Like bad pneumonia or major heart attack or 
serious accident 

• Don’t know the outcome
• Death is not certain but is a probability
• Probability of recovery
• Important because you likely won’t be able to think 

or speak when it occurs 
• Planning for period of incapacity
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If we ask, “What treatments do 
you want when you are 
seriously ill?”

Some would say, “Well, that 
might depend on what will 
happen to me”
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And I will respond, “I can’t be 
sure but here is my best 
guess……”

And you have to say your preferences 
without knowing for sure what will 
happen to you.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eyes glaze over and they struggle with moving forward under these conditions of uncertain future
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WEATHER MAN 
ANALOGY
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Death is not a certainty at the door of the ICU

End of life instructions not helpful!
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LEGAL LANGUAGE NOT HELPFUL

• Instructions are for end of life care; not serious illness
• Decisions are based on certainty; not conditions of uncertainty

• Instructions are directed to health care professionals; not preparing the proxy
• As instructional directives, they violate principles and practices of informed 

consent
• Language has lay people make treatment decisions regarding treatments that are 

not even offered in such decisions
• Process leaves the client feeling like “They done their advance medical care 

planning”
• Liability concerns that Lawyers are engaging in practices outside the scope of their 

expertise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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INSTRUCTIONAL DIRECTIVES THE WRONG FOCUS

“Discussion should focus on one’s values, goals, and 
priorities in the event of worsening health rather than on 
specific treatments or clinical interventions for distant 
hypothetical situations.”

ABA 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You probably don’t realize the negative effects of not planning (ignorant)
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INSTRUCTIONAL DIRECTIVES HAVE ‘NO’ OR ‘LIMITED’ 
VALIDITY

• No situational validity
• Wishes expressed in an advance directive may not be reflective of the situation 

encountered in the future disease. 
• E.g. patient in respiratory failure secondary to heart failure with a living will 

rejecting use of artificial life supports.
• Person is not fully informed about treatment options, risks and benefits as required 

by health care law
• With passage of time, new developments may have occurred both to the person 

and to the medical treatment possibilities
• Language too vague and non-specific to be clinically useful

• what does “hopeless”, “artificial” vs. “natural”, etc.
• Unreliable-

• No certainty that persons who made living wills would confirm the same decision 
when patients facing the actual disease

• Incapable patients can not revoke their decisions

Vergallo Cambridge Quarterly of Health Care Ethics 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You probably don’t realize the negative effects of not planning (ignorant)



thecarenet.ca AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH:
PLAN WELL GUIDE PREPARES YOUR CLIENTS TO MAKE FUTURE 

DECISIONS WITH DOCTOR(S)



Values are the things you consider most 
important as you consider the kinds of medical 
care you wish to receive when seriously ill.

The doctors will want to understand your 
values so they can make the right decision(s) 
with you about what care should be provided 
when you are seriously ill. 



• Values may compete or conflict. 
• For example, 

• Prolonging life competes with maintain quality of life
• ‘achieving a natural death’ competes with ‘keeping 

you alive at all costs’
• Often, it will not be possible to achieve all the things that 

are important to you when seriously ill. 

Values can conflict with each other

24
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TRAJECTORY OF LIFE

QUALITY OF 
LIFE

BIRTH DEATH

Worse than Death

QUANTITY OF LIFE OR TIME
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To increase the transparency and reproducibility of decision-making…
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COMPETENT TO PARTICPATE 
IN SERIOUS ILLNESS DECISION-MAKING?

Patients are ill-informed about 
medical treatments related to 
serious illness.
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INADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE OF CPR
Most members of the general public base their understanding of CPR on 
medical TV programs which often do not portray CPR accurately in process or 
outcome. 

The general public does not understand ”being revived” successfully results in 
being kept alive on life support.
Patients don’t know what they don’t know
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DURING A SERIOUS ILLNESS, WHICH TYPE OF 
TREATMENT IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

INTENSIVE
CARE

COMFORT
CARE

MEDICAL
CARE

Plan Well Guides helps patients come to understand the 
risk, benefits, outcomes of different options.
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www.planwellguide.com

Plan Well Guide- a novel decision aid to support decision-making in serious illness

www.planwellguide.com
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www.planwellguide.com



thecarenet.ca Output of the Plan Well Guide Planning Process is a “Dear Doctor” Letter
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WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT PLAN WELL GUIDE?

Compared to other tools that may be used to help patients near or at the 
end of life, Plan Well Guide offers the following features or attributes:
1) Discriminates between planning for terminal care vs. planning for serious illness
2) Explains how we make medical decisions under conditions of uncertainty
3) Utilizes a ‘constrained’ values clarification tool where respondents have to pick 
between competing values
4) Uses ‘Grids’ to transparently connect states values to respondent preferences for 
medical treatments during serious illness
5) provides a ‘first in class’ decision aid on the different levels of care, with 
explanations about the difference between ICU, Medical and Comfort care, so 
participants understand the risks, benefits and outcomes of the type of treatments 
they are preferring



thecarenet.ca TOOLS TO OPERATIONALIZE PLAN WELL GUIDE IN 
YOUR OFFICES

• Post card

• Leaflet

• Pamphlet

• Email 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get there help in developing the value proposition



thecarenet.ca PAPER VERSION 
OF THE WEBSITE EXISTS AS WELL

Found on www.planwellguide.com

Last 4 pages of the pamphlet 
serve as the “Dear Doctor” letter
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POSSIBLE COLLABORATION?

• Stop doing health 
care planning 
(save time)

• Focus on 
capacitation of 
SDM/POA

• Refer clients (and 
proxys) to Plan 
Well Guide!        
(no cost)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Update with SOP
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CONSEQUENCES OF COLLABORATION WITH PLAN 
WELL GUIDE

• Your client and proxies are better prepared for serious illness (incapacitation) 
or death (retain existing clients)

• Greater peace of mind
• More likely to receive ‘right’ health care
• Less stress in decision-making

• You’ve done your client a greater service (retain existing clients)
• Less time
• No cost to you

• We can help you grow your business by referring PWG users who need legal 
services to ‘certified partners’ (attract new clients)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generate some discussion about this>?
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What does it take to become a
“Certified Partner”?

Go thru Plan Well Guide yourself

Change your Health Care Directive 
(or similar) form to exclude 
instructional directives and refer 
clients to Plan Well Guide

No Charge!



Visit our website, www.planwellguide.com
And reach out to me: Daren Heyland   dkh2@queensu.ca 43

http://www.planwellguide.com/


PLAN WELL:
LAWYER’S GUIDE

Thomas WJ Hall, BBA, JD
Robertson Moskal Sarsons

780-875-7671
www.lloydlaw.ca



AGENDA (5 - 7.5 MIN)

 Health Care Directives Primer… Primary Law, review of legislation and key cases

 The Problem:
 Decision-making without the facts 
 Conflating Emergency Care vs Long-term Illness vs End-of-Life Care

 Status Quo
 HCD as an afterthought to estate planning
 The three ‘decisions’ – Life support/CPR, Palliative Medicines, Organ Donation

 The Fix
 Meaningful Collaboration and Engagement
 Fitting in to your work-flow
 Meaningful outcomes



Decision Making without the facts: 

We know: Who.   We don’t know: What, When, Where, Why, How.

Uncertainty + Directives = Poor outcomes

Disclosure example

ILA example: CYA Letters

Don’t give medical advice.

Best information available at time of decision, not time of signing.



TYPES OF CARE
AND WHY IT MATTERS

Emergency Care

• Otherwise 
healthy 
individual in 
a major car 
accident

Long-term Illness

• ALS
• Advanced 

Dementia?

End-of-Life Care

• Terminal
Cancer

What treatments do you refuse/consent to? “It depends…”



STATUS QUO
SWEEPING GENERALIZATIONS

Health Care Directives: Not just an after -thought
 Life and Death decisions, literally.
 How much time is enough?  What if it’s not your time?

Tick the boxes that apply:
 I do not wish to be kept on Life Support/machines/CPR/etc.
 I want pain medication, even if it shortens my life.
 I consent to the donation of my organs and tissues (Transplant/Scientific/Med. Education).

…Sound Familiar? Now, start asking the ‘what if ’s…

Bottom line?  It’s not working.



THE FIX:

•Doctor/Lawyer/Client collaboration
•We hear ya, doc.Meaningful 

Collaboration

•The view from 20,000 feet
•Search for Meaning

Meaningful 
Engagement

•Link to precedent
•Plain English
•Document Automation ready!

Fit to your 
workflow

•Client empowerment
• Informed decisions
•Feedback loop

Meaningful 
Outcomes



WHERE TO BEGIN?
Step One: Do your own first. Get free Tim’s.
 Listen to your own advice.  
 Gain some insight into how it works. 
 Decide for yourself!
Step Two: Add it to your toolbelt.
 Allow and encourage clients to complete it, and send it where it needs to go.

Step Three: Execute.



FURTHER RESOURCES: 

Planwellguide.com 

Free SK Precedent (Link):

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OkqHCdNClqL9yj3
7TRqYbOLO13lNgiq0GHtJwYWOf1s/edit?usp=sharing

Qu-Appelle Health Region – My Voice

My email: thall@lloydlaw.ca 

https://planwellguide.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OkqHCdNClqL9yj37TRqYbOLO13lNgiq0GHtJwYWOf1s/edit?usp=sharing


PLAN WELL

Thomas W.J. Hall 

Robertson Moskal Sarsons

780-875-7671

www.lloydlaw.ca

http://www.lloydlaw.ca/
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QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generate some discussion about this>?
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QUESTIONS FOR YOU!

• Thoughts or reactions to the proposed collaboration?
• What barriers to you envision to implementing this approach in your legal 

practice setting?
• Anything tools or training I can do to facilitate uptake?
• Willingness to review a draft health care directive that incorporates Plan Well 

Guide language and provide feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generate some discussion about this>?
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